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The magnetic field configurations consisting of the combination of a weak-focusing betatron field,
toroidal field and either 1= 0 or 1= 2 stellarator windings are assessed for their potential as focusing
fields for high-current cyclic electron accelerators. These accelerators, named "stellatrons," are shown
to have improved tolerance to mismatch between the average beam energy and the equilibrium beam
energy that matches the vertical magnetic field compared to devices without the stellarator fields. Both
analytical calculations in the paraxial approximation and numerical particle-orbit calculations are
presented to substantiate this finding. The problems of orbital resonances and of injection into these
devices are discussed. Earlier work in the field, much of it unpublished, is discussed and compared
with the stellatron concept.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron accelerators built to carry out nuclear and high-energy physics experi
ments typically carry average currents of less than an ampere at kinetic energies
as high as 50 GeV. During the past twenty years, significant progress has been
made in high-current, low-energy beam generation. These intense-beam ac
celerators are generally motivated by applications, mostly for radiation source
development and for controlled nuclear fusion research. Megampere currents at
megavolt energies are now routinely obtained using pulselines charged by Marx
capacitor banks, connected to cold cathode (field-emission) diodes. 1

Multikiloampere electron currents at tens of megavolts have been obtained
using linear induction accelerators.2

-
6 Recently, there has been considerable

interest in extending the current-carrying capabilities of cyclic induction ac
celerators such as variations of the betatron and linear induction modules in cyclic
(racetrack or other) configurations.

t Present Address: Science Applications, Inc., McLean, VA 22102 U.S.A.
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Conventional betatrons7.8 are current limited due to the defocusing effects of
space charge at injection. Overcoming the space-charge limit requires high-energy
injection. By injecting a beam at high energy, approximately 200 A of circulating
current has been obtained in a small betatron in which the beam was ultimately
accelerated to 100 MeV.9 In another experiment using a 4-MeV induction linac,
approximately 500 A of circulating current has been confined in a conventional
betatron configuration.10 Devices designed to improve the current-carrying capa
bility of betatrons have included fixed-field alternating-gradient (FFAG) beta
trons11 and plasma betatrons.12 The FFAG uses alternating gradient strong
focusing fields13.14 in addition to a vertical betatron field. In the FFAG, the
magnetic fields remain constant in time, while the flux linking the particle orbit is
changed to produce an inductive electric field. To avoid single-particle resonances
as the energy is increased, the equilibrium radius of the orbit is allowed to vary
with energy, keeping the orbits "self-similar". The currents achieved in pro
totypes11 have been modest, limited by the tune shift due to space-charge effects.

The plasma betatron employs a toroidal magnetic field in addition to the
betatron field. A plasma is injected or created in the device and the applied
inductive electric field causes a portion of the electron distribution to gain more
energy from the electric field between colli~ions than it loses during a collision, a
phenomenon called electron runaway.54 In magnetic-fusion devices, runaway
currents of hundreds of amperes at energies of several MeV have been
obtained.15.16.39

The HIPAC17 device, using only a toroidal Inagnetic field with a cross-field
injection scheme known as inductive charging;18 has been investigated in connec
tion with an ion-acceleration concept. Average electron densities of 4 x 109cm-3

have been achieved. The trapped electrons are not accelerated in this device, but
are used instead to create a strong potential well for ions.

In another series of experiments,19 average electron densities of 1010 cm-3 have
been achieved using inductive charging in toroidal device. A total charge of 100
microcoulombs has been trapped, which if accelerated to relativistic velocities
would result in a current of 10 kA. With a time-independent vertical field and a
transformer used to produce an inductive electric field, only small electron current
(<50 A) is obtained. The results indicate that the electric cloud is not accelerated,
but remains trapped in the torus.

Current interest has been focused on high-current nonneutral electron
beam acceleration.20 Recently, a modified betatron configuration has been sug
gested21-23 that employs a conventional weak-focusing betatron field and toroidal
magnetic field. The principal advantage offered by the modified betatron is that
the toroidal magnetic field reduces the required injection energy by containing the
space-charge defocusing forces. Extensive analysis of this configuration has been
carried out both analytically and numerically.24-34

Recent experiments employing inductive charging in a modified betatron con
figuration have achieved beam currents of approximately 200 A and energies of
approximately 1 MeV using 30-kV injection voltage.35 In an elongated or
"stretched" modified betatron, beam currents of approximately 50 A at energies
of 1 MeV have been achieved using 50-kV injection.34
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Another approach to high-current cyclic accelerators is the use of linear
induction modules in a cyclic configuration. One such scheme3 has used a
long-pulse linear induction module with beam recirculation through isolated beam
paths for each transit through the induction module.36 This configuration is
essentially a folded induction linac. Yet another approach is to use a long-pulse
induction module in a racetrack geometry. High currents can be handled by
adding a toroidal magnetic field. This field introduces particle drifts in the bends,
however, which can be averaged out by the addition of stellarator windings.37 For
reasonable parameters, the stellarator windings can contain particles with energies
up to approximately 1 MeV per kilogauss of stellerator field on a 1-m radius of
curvature bend,38 based on single-particle numerical orbit integrations.

If a time-dependent vertical magnetic field is added to the bends in order to
guide the beam, then the stellerator windings provide bandwidth for an energy
mismatch between the beam energy and the matched energy in the vertical field.
The matched energy in the vertical magnetic field is approximately 30 MeV1
kG-m.38

The bandwidth can be important, not only because it allows one to handle
beams with a significant variation in kinetic energy, but also because it reduces the
sensitivity of the system to abrupt changes such as occur at accelerating gaps.

This paper describes an analysis of a configuration consisting of a combination
of stellarator and betatron fields, called the stellatron.40-43 The motivation, in
part, has been to increase the allowed mismatch between the beam energy and the
betatron field. In both the conventional and modified betatron, the allowed
mismatch ll'Y/'Yo is given by

1l'Y 1 a
-:52:(1- n) -,
'Yo ro

where n is the betatron field index and alro is the inverse aspect ratio of the
accelerator chamber. Typically alro==O.l and so ll'Y/'Yo:52.5 % is the allowed
bandwidth for mismatch in the conventional and modified betatron for n == 112.
Since the vertical field at injection in several planned experiments is generally less
than 100 G, field errors of a few gauss can cause loss of the beam.

By adding a stellarator field to a cyclic accelerator, a strong-focusing system is
obtained that can sustain high currents and large mismatch between particle
energy and vertical field. Stellarator fields are most simply characterized by two
integers, land m, these being respectively the number of field periods in the
poloidal and toroidal directions in the device [see Eq. (3) and Fig. 3A below].
Two special cases have been treated in some detail. The 1== 2 steilatron40A1 is
shown in Fig. 1. The stellarator field consists of a toroidal field plus a continuously
twisted quadrupole field. The twisted quadrupole configuration is analogous to the
alternating-gradient strong-focusing fields that are routinely utilized in modern
synchrotrons.

The 1== 0 stellatron shown in Fig. 2 is similar to a bumpy-torus fusion device
with the addition of the betatron field. Here, the varying radial-field component
leads to strong focusing. The 1== 1 configuration has no transverse field gradient at
the beam axis, and therefore is only weakly focused. Stellatrons with 1~ 3 are
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R. = 2 SYSTEM - "STELLATRON"
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R

FIGURE 1 The I = 2 stellatron.

high-shear devices with low fields near the magnetic axis. The nonlinear proper
ties of these configurations may be useful in conjunction with 1= 0 or 1= 2
focusing fields to provide detuning of orbital resonances.

In Section II, the stability properties of the 1= 0 and 1= 2 configurations are
derived, including the effects of the self fields of the beam. The particle tunes are
calculated. In Section III particle orbits for the conventional and modified
betatrons and the 1= 0 and 2 stellatrons are calculated numerically and compared.
The energy-mismatch bandwidth of the stellatron is calculated as a function of the
focusing strength. The sensitivity of the particle orbits to the betatron field index
in the stellatron is also examined.

In Section IV, integer orbital resonances in the stellatrons are discussed. Integer
orbital resonances occur when the betatron "tune" (the number of betatron
wavelengths around the circumference) is an integer. In Section V, various

1.= 0 SYSTEM - - "BUMPY TORUS"

z

BETATRON
fIELD

R

FIGURE 2 The 1=0 stellatron.
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(1)

(2)

high-current injection schemes are described and the potential advantages offered
by the stellatron are examined. Section VI is a discussion of the available
literature (much of it unpublished), and Section VII presents a summary of the
results.

II. PARTICLE ORBITS IN THE PARAXIAL APPROXIMATION

A linearized or paraxial analysis of particle orbits, valid for a particle that is
"near" a circular design orbit with "nearly" the correct energy to be matched on
that orbit, has been carried out to gain some quantitative understanding of
particle behavior in the stellatron. Orbits of particles not satisfying these condi
tions must in general be found numerically, as discussed in the following section.
The linearized analysis, however, yields important information about the fre
quency and the stability of the particle oscillations about the design orbit.

The analysis employs a general magnetic-field configuration which we describe
in the coordinates of Fig. 3A. The applied fields consist, in part, of a vertical and
radial "betatron" field of the form

b nz '" [n(r - r0)] '"B ~--Bzor+Bzo 1- z,
ro ro

where (r, z) == (ro, 0) is the location of the design orbit (assumed circular), B zo is
the vertical field at the design orbit, and n is the betatron field index. A toroidal
field,

B 90 [ 1- r ~oro ]0,
is superimposed on (1), as well as a "stellarator" or multipole field which is
written in the cylindrical approximation as the negative gradient of the scalar
potential

<I>S(p, q" s) = - B~o 2'11(kp) sin (lq, + ks), (3)

where k == mlro and B so are constants and I and m, referred to as the poloidal and
toroidal field numbers respectively, are taken as integers. In addition, s is defined
to be -r0 6, so that (p, 4>, s) is a righthanded system. The axis of the stellarator
field is assumed to be aligned with the symmetry plane of the betatron field, Z == o.

Each of the fields (1)-(3) has its own special purpose. The betatron field (1), of
course, acts simply to cancel the centrifugal force experienced by a circulating
particle. In a stellatron, this field rises with the particle energy so that the betatron
condition is (at least approximately) satisfied. The weak-focusing nature of (1),
when n is between 0 and 1, which is crucial to the successful operation of
betatrons, is of secondary importance to the stellatron. Stable orbits still occur in
the stellatron when n is outside of the interval (0, 1). The stellatron configuration
therefore has the virtue of being insensitive to errors in the vertical field or its
gradient. This insensitivity has beneficial consequences in practical designs.
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FIGURE 3 Geometry and coordinate systems. The origin in Fig. 3A is at the center of a torus of
major radius roo Fig. 3B illustrates a cut along the minor cross section, showing the beam and
individual particle positions.

A toroidal field (2) is added to the conventional betatron in the hope of
increasing the contained current. Indeed, it has been found that with only fields
(1) and (2) the beam densities which can be contained in equilibrium increase by a
factor (Be/2Bz )2, for large Be, over those in a conventional betatron, (1). Addi
tionally, the toroidal field acts to control the tune shift due to the effects of space
charge. This feature is important wIlen orbital resonances must be avoided.

The stellarator field (3) is added to provide the beneficial effects of alternating
gradient strong focusing. For 1==0 or 2, Eq. (3) gives an alternating gradient field
component at the design orbit. This field greatly improves the momentum
compaction over that of a configuration consisting of (1) and (2) only, and so
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(4a)

greatly relaxes certain design tolerances of the machine. Windings of other
1-number may also be useful; in particular fields with 12:: 3 may help in controlling
orbital resonances, but the analysis must be done numerically. The 1= 1 field
produces an oscillating magnetic field (not a field gradient) on the axis; such a
configuration would not possess a circular design orbit and is not expected to
possess any noteworthy focusing properties. This paper is concerned only with
stellatrons having 1= 0 (a "bumpy torus") and 1== 2 (a "twisted quadrupole").

Since the stellatron is intended to carry large currents, it becomes important to
consider the effects of the self fields of the beam. In general, this is an extremely
hard problem. To make progress analytically, a simple model for these fields is
assumed, consisting of a circular beam cross section (minor radius rb) and uniform
density with center located at (ro +ar, az) in a perfectly conducting cylindrical
chamber of radius a (Fig. 3B). The self fields in the stellatron at the particle
location (r0 + ar + 8r, az + 8z) are given by

B r = - 2'lT1loe(lir + :~ Lir)
Eo=O

Bz = -21Tnoe(liz + :~ LiZ)
B r = 130E z

Bo =0

B z = -13oE r

(4b)

(4c)

(4d)

(4e)

(4f)

in cgs units, where no is the beam density, -e is the electron charge, and (30 = vole
is the velocity of a particle on the design orbit normalized to the speed of light. In
Eqs. (4a-f), the first term in each set of parentheses is due to the self field of the
beam, while the second term is due to the image of the beam in the perfectly
conducting wall. Toroidal corrections to Eqs. (4) may be important in some cases
but are ignored here.

1== 2 Stellatron

The case 1== 2 is considered first in detail since this case, rather than 1== 0,
corresponds most closely to a conventional quadrupole strong-focusing system.
The 1= 2 stellarator field near the axis is, from (3)

BS == kBso{[ Zl cos m(J - r1 sin m(J]r + [r1 cos m(J + Zl sin m(J ]z}, (5)

where r1 == r - ro, Zl = z. Taking the fields (1), (2), (4), (5) and using them in the
equations of motion gives equations correct to first order in the small quantities
r1/ ro, arlro, z l /ro, and azlro

•• 2 1 w~ ( r~)
'1 +Ozo(1- n + 11- cos m(J)r1-- 2 r1 - ar +2 ar

2 'Yo a

= OZO'Y~V01 - (11- 0 ;0 sin m(J)zl +00021 (6a)
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21 +o.;O(n -p., cos mO)Zl _1:. W~ (Zl - aZ + r~az) == -(I-Lo';o sin mO)r1- 0'00Y1 (6b)
2 'Yo a

VOl == 0, (6c)

where o'zo == eBzo/me'Yoc, I-L == kroBso/Bzo, w~ == 41TnOe2 /me'Yo, me is the electron
mass, and VOl == r160 + r061 • A subscript, 0, refers to quantities evaluated on the
design orbit where vo/ro == o'zo and dots denotes time derivatives.

As they stand, Eqs (6a-c) are not straightforward to solve since they involve
both the motion of the particle about the beam center and the motion of the beam
center about the design orbit. Since r1 == flr + 8r and Zl == flz + 8z, separate solu
tions are required for (rb Zl) and (flr, flz). A self-consistent set of equations for
both beam-center motion and for motion of particles about the beam center may
be found, however, by averaging (6a-b) over a distribution of particle initial
conditions. Details of this averaging procedure are given in the Appendix. The
result is that motion of the beam center is governed by the equations

a2
(r~ ,) C

2
( 'Y1) . , afl z----a flr + 1 - n - 2 ns+ I-L cos mO flr == --2--- - (~ sIn m(J )~z + b--,

ao a roo'zo 'Yo ao

a
2

A ( r~ ') ( ') A b aLlr-uZ+ n--n -".cosmO ~z==- "·sinmO ur- -ao,2 a 2 s r r ao' ,

(7a)

(7b)

(8)

where we have changed independent variables from (0, t) to (0', t') == (0, t - O/o'zo),
i.e., Eqs. (7a-b) describe the movement of the beam center as seen by a reference
particle moving with angular velocity o'zo. In Eq. (7), the notation ns ==
w~/(2'Y60';0), b == Boo/Bzo, and 'Y1 == (30'Y~(31 is introduced. In Eq. (7a), the quantity
('Y1) is just the ensemble average of the difference in energy between a particle
and the reference particle, i.e. ('Y1) == ('Y - 'Yo). ('Y1) is independent of time and for
a matched beam, ('Y1) == 0. Once Eq. (7) is solved, the solution may be inserted
into Eqs. (6a, b) which may then be solved for the location of any individual
particle. The method used for solving Eq. (7) is described below, and may be used
on Eq. (6) as well.

Equations (7a, b) may be completely solved in the special case n == 1/2, a fact
which traces its origin to the poloidal symmetry this value of n imposes on the
restoring forces experienced by the beam. Although the solution is special in this
sense, it is expected to share most of its features with the solution for arbitrary n
(which must be obtained numerically) since the particle focusing should be
dominated by the quadrupole strength I-L and only be weakly affected by the
precise value of n. For n == 1/2, then, define the complex variable ~ == (Llr + iLlz )/ro
for which Eqs. (7a, b) give the equation

1;" + ibl;' +G- :~ ns)~ + p.,e
im8

'~* = (a)

where (~) is the momentum mismatch ('Y1)/«(35'Yo). In Eq. (8), primes denote a/ao'
and an asterisk denotes complex conjugate. The further change of variable ~ ==
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(9)

the solution to which consists of a particular solution plus a sum of exponentials of
the form %e±iv±fJ' where % is a constant and v± are given by

v± == [n +*m 2 ±(nm2 + p., 2)1/2]1/2, (10)

where n== 1/2- r2/a 2ns + b2/4, m== m + b. A particular solution to Eq. (9) is

where

o/p == Ae imfJ'/2 +Be -imfJ'/2,

A== 2 [ 2]2 1 rb 1 rb 2
[ m +mb--+-n] ---n +".2 a 2 s 2 a 2 s r

(Ii.)
B == 2 2 -1 .

1 rb 2[ 2 1 rb ]---n +". m +mb--+-n2 a2 s r 2 a2 s

(11)

(12)

(13)

Referring back to the definitions of ~ and 0/, it is evident that B gives the
"zero-frequency" part of the radial shift due to a beam with momentum mismatch
(Ii.) , that is, B/(Ii.) is the momentum compaction factor, which may be made small
by choosing p., large. Setting p., == 0 in Eq. (13) recovers the usual result for a
conventional betatron or modified betatron. (Addition of a toroidal field to a
conventional betatron does not affect momentum compaction.)

The small oscillations of the beam center are stable (v± are real) if and only if
three conditions are satisfied

n+*m 2 >0
(n -*m2)2 -p.,2> 0

nm 2 + p., 2>0.

(14a)

(14b)

(14c)

These conditions are summarized in Fig. 4, where the stable region of parameter
space is illustrated in terms of the auxiliary variables u == 4n/m 2 and v == 1p.,I/m2

•

Typically one operates in the stable region with u < 1. The orbital stability
requirement places strict limits on the size of p., that can be tolerated, i.e., strict
limits on the achievable momentum compaction for given band m. Any experi
ment must be designed so that u and v remain in the stable region for all time; a
sample experimental trajectory is illustrated in the figure. For a low current beam
n is positive and Eq. (14b) gives the only nontrivial condition

(15)

The orbital stability criteria for individual particle motion within the beam are
of identical form to Eqs. (14a-c) with the replacement, in the definition of n, of
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u = eb2 + 2 - 4nsl/(m + b)2 I = 10KA
v = I#AI/em + b)2 B80 = 5KG

£ = 1
m =20
'0 = 100CM
Bzo = 118G--.1700G
T = 7-----+100

0.3

0.&~---------------..... EXPERIMENT
STABILITY PLANE en = 1/2)

0.4

v

-1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0

u

FIGURE 4 The 1= 2 stability plane. u and v are defined in the text. The arrow indicates a sample
experimental trajectory.

(rb/a)2ns ~ ns. That this is so may be seen by an analysis of Eqs. (6a, b) exactly
parallel to that carried out for Eqs. (7a, b) considering that now, in Eqs. (6a, b), li.r
and li.z are known quantities. With this substitution in Eq. (13), the zero
frequency term in the individual particle motion is obtained as

B = 6o-{6o) (16)
p ~- ns + IL 2(m 2+ mb -~+ ns)-l ,

where Ii. == "I1/"I0{3~ is proportional to the energy difference between the individual
electron energy and the matched beam energy. With IL == 0, the results for a
conventional betatron and a modified betatron are obtained. This solution with
IL == 0 suffers a loss of momentum compaction, i.e., Bp ~ 00, when ns passes
through 1/2. In a conventional betatron, ns :51/2 is required for orbital stability.
The modified betatron, however, would typically use ns » 1/2 at injection, and
would then pass through ns == 1/2 during acceleration, since ns ex: "1-3

• This transi
tion at ns == 1/2 corresponds to a momentary loss of equilibrium in the modified
betatron as the configuration switches from a diamagnetic to a paramagnetic
equilibrium.26,27

This transition can be avoided in the stellatron by using large IILI. The stability
condition (14b), however, sets an upper limit to IILI for a particular choice of m, b
and ns• The requirement on IL 2 may be expressed as

(ns -1/2)(m2+ mb + ns -1/2) < IL 2< (ns -1/2+ m 2/4+ mb/2)2. (17)

For the condition (17) to be meaningful, ns must satisfy

1 1 (m )2n --<- -+b
s 2 2 2 '

(18)

which is clearly compatible with ns » 1/2. The 1== 2 stellatron, therefore, can avoid
a loss of momentum compaction during acceleration, while retaining the ability to
use large ns at injection.
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1== 0 Stellatron

The 1== 0 stellatron has fields given by

B:::::=!Bsomx sin m8

B~ ::::= Bso cos m8

B~::::=!Bsomy sin m8

89

(19a)

(19b)

(19c)

(20)

(21)

in a cylindrical (r, 0, z) coordinate system (Fig. 3), where x == r1/ro and y == zl/ro.
Using the procedure described above for linearizing the equations of motion in
the displacement from a reference orbit and using the paraxial approximation for
the electron motion with n == 112, the equations of motion for single elect
rons including beam self-fields may be expressed as

t{J"+~ [2-4ns + b2(l +e cos 28m )2]t{J =~ liP exp [2ib
(28m +e sin 28m )],

m m Po m

where £ == BsolBeo, Om == m012, Po is the momentum of a particle which is matched
on the reference orbit, 8P is the "momentum error", and

t{J = (x + iy) exp [~ fb(l + e cos m8) d8J.
In Eq. (20), ns will in general depend on 8 in a way governed by an envelope

equation, thereby making the inclusion of self-field effects more difficult than for
the 1== 2 case in which a constant beam radius can be maintained.57 Consequently,
only single-particle orbits will be considered.

Equation (20) is a Hill equation, for which there are theorems concerning
characteristic frequencies and stability.44 The Ploquet solutions to this equation
for ns == 0, are of the general form

00

t{J == eivem L Cnei2nerrt,
n=-oo

(22)

which display an infinite set of natural oscillations at the frequencies, v ± 2n. The
value of v can be determined numerically for a given set of accelerator parame
ters, but the dependence of v on these parameters is not known analytically.

It is possible to determine and display the regions of parameter space where v

is real, i.e., where the motion is stable. Starting with the homogeneous equation,

(23)

the solution t/J(7T), which satisfies t{J(0) == 1 and t{J(0) == 0 is constructed numerically.
The stability condition44 is \t{J(7T) \< 1, which is illustrated in Fig. 5 for a particular
example. The intersections of the unstable regions with the abscissa are given by

q == 1,2, ... (24)

which correspond to resonances between the "focusing frequency" which a
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1=0

1.0 STA81LITY PLANE (n = 1/21

688
88

m=30

B6/m Bz

FIGURE 5 The I = 0 stability plane. The shaded regions are unstable.

particle experiences and its cyclotron frequency in the toroidal field. Under
resonant conditions, there is a transfer of energy from longitudinal to transverse
motion and the adiabatic invariance of the magnetic moment in the toroidal field
is destroyed. During acceleration, if B z is increased and Be is held fixed, the
operating point on Fig. 5 will move from right to left. The accelerator should
operate in the left-most stable band to avoid crossing unstable bands. At
injection, therefore, m > b is required, which implies the need for a large number
of field periods. When space-charge effects are taken into account, one finds the
stronger requirement, m > 2b, to avoid envelope instabilities.64

The momentum compaction factor for the 1=0 configuration may be calcu
lated, for small values of e and b/m, directly from Eq. (20). For ns = 0, the result
is

~_2[1_(eb)2 1 ]
(i)p/Po) - 2 1 - (b/ m f (25)

which illustrates the helpful effect of the alternating gradient, as measured bye,
on the tolerance of the 1= 0 device to momentum mismatch. When e or b/m is
large, numerical integration of the orbit equations is required.

III. NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF SINGLE-PARTICLE
ORBITS

A computer code, which integrates the single-particle equations of motion, has
been utilized to study nonlinear aspects of the stellatron configuration. The code
solves the fully relativistic dynamical equations, without utilizing the paraxial
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approximation for the electron motion or an expansion in the particle displace
ment from a reference orbit. The applied fields in the code include toroidal
corrections to first order in the inverse aspect ratio. In addition, the code does not
assume the field index to be 1/2.

The total magnetic field used by the code is the superposition of a conventional
betatron field B b and a stellarator field B s• The conventional betatron field is
given in Eq. (1). The stellarator field may be expressed as

(26)

where C/>S is the magnetic scalar potential for the stellarator field. To first order in
the inverse aspect ratio, <Ps has been given by Danilkin45 as

<I>s(p, $, s) = - B(Jo{s + :1 II (x) sin [1$ -las I

- K
1
cz

2 [x 2Ii(x) - x(l + I)Iz(x)] sin [(I + 1)c/> -las]
4a

- 4~:12 [x2I;(x) - x(1-l)II (x) sin [(1-1)$ -las I

+ KC
Z
2

[K1+1(XO
) ~to~I+1(xo)+ X~]IZ+l(X) sin [(I + 1)c/> -las]

4la K 1 XO

+ 4~:12 [KI-1(Xoi~(::~H(XO)+ x~]II- 1(X) sin [(l-l)«J -las]}. (27)

where s == r0 6, x == lap, a == 2'1r/L, L is the helix pitch length, K == l/ro, Xo == lapc,
p == Pc is the location of (assumed) wall surface currents, and I, K are the modified
Bessel functions. The coordinates, (p, C/>, s) are defined in Fig. 3. More generally,
the field may be expressed as a superposition of fields of different I-number. This
feature has not been included in the numerical model. In addition, beam image
forces may be included in the model, but have not been utilized for any of the
results presented in this section. The wave number, k == m/ro, in the preceding
analytical model is equivalent to -lao

Figure 6 shows single-particle orbits obtained with this code. The figure is the
projection of the orbits onto the minor cross-section. The torus has a 1m major
radius and O.1m minor radius. The vertical magnetic field is fixed at B zo == 118 G,
corresponding to a matched particle (at the min.or axis) with Yo == 7. The individual
frames of Fig. 6 show a comparison of particle orbits in a conventional betatron, a
modified betatron, an I == 0 stellatron and an I == 2 stellatron. Each frame shows
two particle trajectories, one with positive mismatch and one with negative
mismatch. All the trajectories are initialized on the minor axis with momentum
parallel to the minor axis, and with various amounts of energy mismatch, fly/yo,
as shown under each frame. The conventional and modified betatron frames
demonstrate that these devices cannot tolerate mismatch, fly/yo == ±3%

• In fact,
using Eq. (12), we can estimate the tolerance of these devices to energy mismatch.
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FIGURE 6 Particle orbits in conventional betatron, modified betatron, l = 0 stellatron, and l = 2
stellatron.

For ns(rb/a)2« 1/2, the allowed energy mismatch is given by

a'Y 1 a
-<--
'Yo - 4 ro

For afro = 0.1, we obtain a'Y/'Yo~ 2.5 %
, which is consistent with the figure. The

1= 0 and 1= 2 stellatron configurations, on the other hand, can retain particles
with more than a'Y/'Yo = ±200/0 mismatch, as shown on the lower two frames of
Fig. 6.
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FIGURE 7 Energy bandwidth as a function of focusing strength e for the l = 0 stellatron. (n = 1/2).
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FIGURE 8 Energy bandwidth as a function of focusing strength £ for the l = 2 stellatron. (n = 1/2).

The tolerance of the accelerator to mismatch between the average beam energy
and the vertical magnetic field can be described as a bandwidth of allowed
mismatch. For larger mismatch, the beam excursion from its reference orbit does
not fit inside the accelerator aperture. The bandwidth, therefore, is essentially a
measure of the momentum compaction of the accelerator. Since a calculation of
the bandwidth involves particles with large d'Y/'Yo that make large excursions from
the reference orbit, the analytical formalism of the preceding section is inade
quate.

By launching particles as shown in Fig. 6, with various d'Y/'Yo, the largest Id'Y/'Yol
for which the particle is contained can be found. This bandwidth can be displayed
as a function of any parameter of the accelerator. Figures 7 and 8, for example,
show the bandwidth for the 1== 0 and 1== 2 stellatrons as the amplitude of the
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FIGURE 9 Energy bandwidth' as a function of vertical field index n at £ = 0.3 for the l = 0 stellatron.
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FIGURE 10 Energy bandwidth as a function of vertical field index n at 8 = 0.3 for the l = 2
stellatron.

strong focusing field is varied. In both devices, the bandwidth is ±2.5 % in the
limit where £ == 0, and exceeds 20% for £ >0.3. For 1== 2, the quantity, f.L, in the
preceding section is given by f.L == £mb/2, where b == Beo/Bzo.

Figures 9 and 10 show the bandwidth for the 1== 0 and 1== 2 stellatrons at
£ == 0.3 as the vertical field index is varied. The results here demonstrate the
relative insensitivity of the stellatron configurations to the field index. The need to
maintain good uniformity in the field index for a conventional or modified
betatron drives the stored energy and cost for the vertical field coils (or leads to
the use of iron) in those accelerators. The stellatron configuration greatly relaxes
the need for such uniformity.

IV. ORBITAL RESONANCES IN THE STELLATRON

Until now, the applied fields in the stellatron have been assumed to be "perfect"
in the sense that only the fields described analytically above in Eqs. (1-3) are
present. In general, of course, a physical magnet system will have some imperfec
tions leading to small field and focusing errors, which can be represented by
additional terms in the paraxial equations. Generally these small errors lead to a
small response but under certain conditions-when some rational number of
particle wavelengths fit around the machine-the particle orbits can be violently
disrupted. In this section, these resonance conditions are considered for the 1== 0
and 1== 2 stellatrons, and possible ways either to avoid them or to minimize their
effects are discussed. It must be said however, that there is no reason why such
resonances should be of any less concern in the modified betatron and stellatron
class of devices than they are in more conventional cyclic accelerators in which
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they are of course, of crucial importance in establishing an operating point.
Though some of the high mode-number integer resonances might be successfully
passed through, there is considerable reason to believe that major beam disrup
tions may occur at low-order resonance crossings, if such are attempted. This
point is not often sufficiently stressed in the literature promoting the use of
devices similar to some of those employed in magnetic-confinement fusion
research to accelerate large currents to high energies.

This section will focus on the integer resonances, driven by the Fourier
components of an error in the vertical field, though others may also be important.
The tune shift due to space charge will also be neglected at first, to consider' the
resonant response of single particles.

As in the previous section, the 1= 2 case, for which the tunes may be explicitly
calculated [Eq. (10)], is considered first. For single-particle motion, the four
possible "betatron" frequencies are m/2 ± v± where v± satisfies the biquadratic,

v4
- (!m 2+ mb + b2+ 1)v2+!(!m2+ mb -1)2- 1L 2= o.

The most general resonance condition is written

(29)

where nl, ... , n4, P are all integers; this condition applies to all types of resonant
driving terms. Integer resonances occur when all nj except one, nk, vanish and
pInk = n is itself an integer, the Fourier mode number of the field error. When an
integer resonance occurs, the displacements which a particle undergoes on succes
sive encounters with a field "bump" add in phase and the result can be loss of the
particle from the machine.

Figure 11 shows the integer resonance contours 1, 2, ... , 10 in the b -IL plane
for m = 20. (The nand m - n contours coincide.) The resonance contours are all
hyperbolae, from Eq. (29); the stability boundary coincides with the degenerate
case n = m12. Ideally, an accelerator should be designed to avoid all resonance
contours, a design which may clearly be realized by holding band IL fixed during
acceleration (neglecting the tune shift due to space charge, which may, in fact,
limit the current in this as in other cyclic devices). If band IL are allowed to
change during acceleration, it may be possible to pass through at least some of the
integer resonances, though this is only speculation based on a few computer
studies. The possibility of passing through resonances in the stellatron is discussed
further below.

The resonance situation in the bumpy torus is somewhat less straightforward to
analyze. In the presence of an error in the vertical field having Fourier mode
number k, a term of the form

(const) . exp [2ik8m lm + (ibI2m)(28m + E sin 28m )] (31)

is added to the right-hand side of Eq. (23), where the multiplicative constant is
proportional to the magnitude of the field error. One may employ the Green's
function constructed from the Ploquet solutions to Eq. (23) to deduce that a
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FIGURE 11 Integer-resonance contours in the blm - IL plane for the 1= 2 stellatron.

(32)

secular term, proportional to Om, will occur in the particular solution if

(
b +2k)cos 1T ---;;;- == t{J1 ( 1T),

where t{J1 is the solution to the homogeneous equation satisfying t{Jl(O) == 1,
t{J~(O) == O. Contours along which Eq. (32) is satisfied may be generated numeri
cally for each k in the blm - £ plane; an example is shown in Fig. 12. Note the
behavior of the k == 0 resonance line, which crosses other k-lines at blm == 2- kim
in the second stable band. A k == 0 field error is equivalent to a momentum error,
so one expects momentum compaction to be poor near the k == 0 contour. It is
unlikely, however, that one would try to operate in the second stable band.

It is clear that the "stable" regions of Fig. 12 are in fact criss-crossed with
potentially dangerous resonance lines which must either be avoided or crossed
somehow during the course of an experiment. The operating point of an ac
celerator may be held fixed in the plane, of course, by raising all fields in
synchronism, i.e., by keeping £ == 5BeiBeo and b == BeolBzo fixed for all time. It is
worth considering the feasibility of crossing these resonances, however, since
increasing all the fields together has definite large costs in terms of field energy. It
might be desirable, for instance, to accelerate while keeping B eo and 5Beo fixed in
time, allowing the tunes to change as b does. The immediate question is, "can
resonances be passed through without major disruption of the beam?"

Since resonances occur when the number of betatron wavelengths completed in
one major revolution (i.e., the "tune") is an integer, half-integer, or other rational
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number, a possible solution may consisting of setting constant tune by allowing
the particle reference orbit to have a variable major radius (i.e., to be noncircu
lar). The FFAG accelerator works in this fashion, and achieves constant tunes by
forcing "self-similar" orbits during acceleration. A conventional betatron is the
special case where the self-similar orbits also have constant radius. With addition
of a toroidal field which varies as r-1

, however, there is no nonsynchronous field
solution with constant tune, as shown below.

The single-particle tunes (ns == 0) in a stellatron depend on the poloidal and
toroidal field numbers (I and m), which are assumed fixed, as well as on the field
ratios, b == Beo/Bzo and e == Bso/Beo, at the reference orbit. In a modified betatron,
the tunes depend only on b. The Be and B z fields have the assumed dependence

ro
Be == Beo(t)

r
(33a)

(33b)

At t == 0, the particle is assumed to be matched at , == '0; hence (for a relativistic
particle)

mc2 ')'(0)
ro==-----

e Bzo(O)'

During acceleration, the particle is allowed to move its matched radius to ret),
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satisfying
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r(t) = mc
2

y(t)
e Bz(r(t), t)

_me2
y(t) [r(t)]n

- -e- Bzo(t) -;:;; , (35)

or solving for r(t),

_ [me 2 y(t) ] 1/(1-n)
r(t) - ro ( ) .

ero B zo t
(36)

(37)

If b == constant at r == r(t) is required to fix the tune,

b _ Beo(t) (~)1-n
Bzo(t) r(t)

ero Beo(t)
== --2 -(-)- == constant,

me y t

which implies that Beo must increase synchronously with y during acceleration. In
the stellatron, the requirement for fixed tunes is that both band £ be fixed
separately. This demonstration that b cannot be fixed if the toroidal field is
asynchronous with y, therefore, applies to both the stellatron and the modified
betatron. It is therefore not possible to fix the tunes in a modified betatron or
stellatron with an asynchronous toroidal field that varies as r- 1

•

Another possibility for controlling the growth of single-particle resonances may
be to use nonlinear focusing fields to de-tune the resonance by making the tunes a
function of the amplitude of the particle displacement. The Bessel functions which
describe the I == 0 or I == 2 transverse fields, of course, already provide such a
nonlinearity. The use of 1==3 fields in conjunction with a modified betatron or
I == 0, 2 stellatron provides a high-shear nonlinear field which may be of benefit for
the control of resonances.

Rapid acceleration of the beam may also provide a means of avoiding damage
due to resonances by rapidly accelerating through them. Since the betatron
wavelength depends on the particle energy, a stellatron with sufficient energy gain
per pass will traverse a resonance before the beam can respond. This possibility
has been addressed in the numerical calculation shown in Fig. 13. The first frame
shows a stable electron orbit with y == 49 and with no field error. In the next
frame, a 2% integer field error (n == 1) is superimposed on the stellatron fields,
and the unaccelerated electron trajectory is rapidly lost to the wall. The lower two
frames show the effects of high-gain acceleration through the resonance. At a gain
of 3 MeV/pass, the particle motion is essentially contained.

This result suggests that a high-gain stellatron accelerator, with rapidly varying
fields, may be desirable. Such a device will not only be beneficial for the control of
single-particle resonances, but also will have a shorter acceleration time than
conventional betatrons, and will therefore be less sensitive to several collective
instabilities. Resistive-wall instabilities, for example, are ineffective if the acceler
ation time is ~100 p.,sec.
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FIGURE 13 Effect of acceleration through a resonance on transverse particle motion.

To allow field penetration in a fast stellatron, the vessel will have to be slotted,
and acceleration will then occur primarily at the slots or gaps. The particles will
therefore be unavoidably mismatched as they move between slots. The stellatron
focusing can tolerate this mismatch, and is therefore compatible with this type of
device.

v. INJECTION

Injection into a high-current cyclic accelerator is a challenge. The toroidal field
lines that contain the space charge of the beam must be crossed or perturbed to
get the beam in. A number of experiments have been carried out in similar
geometries using inductive charging,18.19.35 magnetic diverters,46,47 and drift injec-
tion.48 A self-synchronous scheme, using the current in the cathode shank to
make a magnetic diverter, has been used to inject 50 percent of a 500-kV 20-kA
50-lLsec beam into a racetrack torus.47 These experiments by Gilad et ale and
Benford et ale involve injecting the beam into neutral gas. A 450-keV 16-kA
25-lLsec beam has been injected into a toroidal magnetic field in a hard vacuum49

to obtain a trapped beam current of 300 A and a quiescent equilibrium for
20 ILsec, which is approximately 3000 revolutions around the torus.

Recent experiments50 have been carried out in which the torus·is filled using a
plasma gun. The spatial plasma-density profile is controlled by adjusting the
direction of plasma injection or the timing between the gun firing and the
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application of the pulse to the cathode. The plasma makes contact with both the
cathode and the chamber wall. When the cathode is pulsed negatively, a double
layer plasma sheath appears, and the electrons of the cathode plasma are
accelerated in the sheath and ejected into the plasma. With a 1.2-MY 80-/Lsec
pulse, a current of 50 to 80 kA can be injected into the plasma. When the ring
radius is held constant, the 40-kA ring decays to approximately half of its value in
400/Lsec. When the ring is compressed, the 25-kA ring current increases to
50 kA and is contained for about 4 msec.57

Recently an axial pinch scheme has been proposed for injecting electrons across
magnetic field lines into the NRL modified betatron.52

None of the prior experience has established a widely accepted solution to the
injection problem. There are, nevertheless, several features of the stellatron field
configuration that may be important from the standpoint of designing an injection
scheme. The present discussion will be limited to the 1= 2 stellatron.

The stellatron field has a separatrix within which the magnetic surfaces are
closed and beyond which field lines run to the outside world. Injection along
magnetic field lines can be used to place a beam just outside the separatrix. A
fast-rising coil may be used locally to slip the separatrix over the beam, thus
trapping it. Since the separatrix is a null field, it can be moved through the beam.

The rotational transform of the particle orbits due to the helical fields can be
utilized to move the beam electrons away from an internal injector. Electrons can
be forced to miss the injector for many revolutions of the accelerator. Figure 14
shows a beam injected at dr = 8 cm, dZ = 0 moving in the toroidal direction with
no transverse motion. The beam is injected with 1= 10 kA, 'Y = 7 into fields,
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FIGURE 14 Location of beam center after injection.
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Boo = 5 kG, S = 0.5, B zo = 118 G, n = 0.5. The analytical formalism developed in
Section 2 is used to track the beam center around the torus. The points marked
21T, 41T, 61T,... on the figure represent the location of the beam center after
completing 1,2, 3, ... transits of the torus. Approximately nine revolutions
(200 fLsec) are required to bring the beam electrons back to the vicinity of the
injector. The open circles, filled circles and x's on the figure represent the
injection of beams having a'Y/'Yo=O.l % mismatch, and ±10% mismatch. The
injection dynamics are very insensitive to this mismatch. During the approxi
mately 200ns required for the beam to return to the injector, the focusing fields
must be changed to trap the electrons. A small change of the helical field (e.g.,
variation of s) during injection may be effective in trapping the beam.

VI. DISCUSSION OF EARLIER WORK

During the course of this work, a number of people have pointed out related
unpublished work. In particular, a report on a plasma betatron that has tested a
field configuration similar to the 1= 2 stellatron has been recently brought to our
attention.53 The device consists of a betatron field together with toroidal, helical,
and multipole field capability to study plasma containment configurations. The
addition of a betatron field to the system is motivated by the production of
runaway electrons observed in the ORMAK tokamak. 15 Acceleration is obtained
by changing the flux in a central solenoid. The field at the equilibrium orbit from
this solenoid is nulled to zero by compensating coils. A separate set of programm
able vertical-field coils is used to provide the equilibrium. One of the reasons
given for driving the vertical field coils separately is that the 2-to-l flux rule is not
valid for currents comparable to the Alfven current,53 due to self-field effects.

The equilibrium beam production in a plasma betatron is complex. The
energetic beam is composed of runaway54 electrons. The current due to those
electrons that do not run away is generally an order of magnitude higher than the
runaways. The vertical field is set to provide an equilibrium for the plasma
currents. The interpretation of the limiting energy of the plasma betatron in terms
of the work presented in this paper is as follows. The plasma currents provide a
rotational tranform that contains the high-energy particles. This transform can be
converted into an effective energy bandwidth. As the energy of the particles
increases, the mismatch between the parallel energy and vertical field increases.
Since the vertical field must be programmed to maintain the plasma-current
equilibrium, this mismatch will grow until the beam orbit size exceeds the
dimensions of the chamber. Hence, the maximum energy in a plasma betatron will
be the bandwidth provided by the plasma current and the energy of the equilib
rium orbit due to the vertical field. Runaway electrons with energies of a few
megavolts are not unusual in tokamaks, and a 1.5-MeV beam has been produced
in a plasma betatron.55 In the Livermore plasma-betatron experiment, the beam
energy is several hundred kilovolts and the beam current is about 10 A. The
plasma current is 10 kA.

The complexity of forming a beam from runaways makes the interpretation of
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the Livermore results ambiguous. With the helical field, the observed runaway
production is approximately 10 times more intense and occurs at a much lower
pressure, indicating that the helical field configuration confines single particles,
but that an azimuthal current is necessary to continue the runaways in the absence
of a helical field. Without the helical field, the x-ray burst from the beam hitting
the wall occurs at approximately 200 ILsec. With the helical field, the x-ray burst
occurs at 800 ILsec. The observed energy is only 200 keV, however, which is only
a fraction of what should be obtained if acceleration occurs throughout the pulse.

R. Moir has sent results from interesting work that used an Ex B injector in a
racetrack geometry.56 The trajectories of an 1==2 helical field combined with a
vertical field on one of the bends of a racetrack geometry is studied at low
energies. Resonant and nonresonant diffusion of very low current electron beams
has been studied. The beam makes 100 transits when the stellerator winding is on,
which is about a factor of 5 better than without the stellarator windings.

The stability plane for continuously rotated magnetic quadrupoles in a linear
transport system has been obtained previously.57 A stability plane similar to Fig. 4
results.

In a series of early experiments58 at the Naval Research Laboratory, D.C., de
Packh has combined a betatron and solenoidal lens fields. The excessive currents
required to raise the solenoid lens synchronously so as not to cross resonances
causes excessive heating. He has also tested a combination betatron and air-core
quadrupole system that can be programmed so that no resonance are crossed.
With a 55 keV injection voltage he has injected and accelerated a 1/2 amp beam
to 2 MeV.

J. D. Lawson has pointed out some early work on particle orbits in a betatron
with a toroidal magnetic field. 59 The coupling between the radial and vertical
betatron oscillations due to the toroidal field is examined. This work has been
motivated by some experiments in which the addition of an 8 gauss toroidal
magnetic field to a conventional betatron reduces the output by 75%, largely
because the injected electrons follow the toroidal field lines and intercepted the
injector structure after one revolution.

In recent experiments at Cornell University60 an electron ring, confined in a
cold, partially ionized hydrogen plasma has been transported into a modified
betatron field configuration and accelerated. The energy of the beam is increased
from 1.1 to 3.3 MeV. Although there is no direct evidence of instabilities, the ring
current decreases from 3 kA to 1.5 kA during the acceleration.

Recently, a periodic magnetic-focusing system for a high-current cyclic system
has been suggested.61 The toroidal field consists of a series of magnetic cusps. The
paraxial equation for this configuration may be obtained from Eq. (20) taking
b ~ 00 and e ~ 0 with be fixed. Injection can take place on the open field lines
and the nonlinear focusing of the cusp may give a sufficient tune shift to detune
the single-particle resonances.

VII. SUMMARY

The addition of continuous strong focusing fields to a betatron or modified
betatron leads to a new configuration that has a large tolerance to mismatch
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between the particle energy and the vertical magnetic field, thereby relaxing both
mechanical and electrical design requirements on the accelerator and the injector.
The allowed mismatch bandwidth obtained by strong focusing is especially
attractive for high-current accelerators, and is compatible with operation at high
energy gain per pass.

Strong focusing also offers the advantage of introducing a threshold, 'YT, for the
onset of the negative mass instability. For 'Y < 'YT, there is no negative-mass
instability. The threshold is 'YT = 13 for typical stellatron parameters.40,41 The
addition of stellarator windings to a betatron has not yet been analyzed in detail
for its effect on collective instabilities. Other issues which are as yet unresolved
include the evaluation of methods for avoiding orbital resonances and the
demonstration of a beam injection technique.

The strong focusing associated with the stellatron allows a configuration to be
designed with ns » 1/2 at injection which will operate without passing through a
disruptive diamagnetic-to-paramagnetic equilibrium transition26

•
27 during acceler

ation. The modified betatron, on the other hand, suffers an instantaneous loss of
momentum compaction as ns passes through the value, 1/2, during acceleration.

Of the various I-number stellatrons, only the 1== 0 and 1== 2 configurations
provide a finite transverse field gradient at the beam axis. Both configurations
allow a large mismatch between the average beam energy and the equilibrium
beam energy for the applied vertical field. Both are also relatively insensitive to
the vertical field index. The 1== 0 system appears easier to construct, but stability
during acceleration requires the use of a large number of field periods, i.e. m;;::: b.
The 1== 2 configuration, on the other hand, requires a more complicated (quad
rupole) field, but does not require a large number of field periods for stable
operation; the field can be generated using modular COilS.

62
•
63

An objective of this study has been to describe a multi-kiloampere cyclic
electron accelerator concept which is compatible with injectors based on Marx
pulseline technology. Such injectors are limited to electron energy of a few MeV,
and the accelerator must therefore tolerate significant beam self-fields at injec
tion. These fields can lead to substantial beam emittance as well as beam
mismatch with the vertical magnetic field. In addition, the Marx pulseline technol
ogy itself is limited in the voltage ripple and the shot-to-shot voltage reproducibil
ity that can be achieved at reasonable cost. The accelerator must be able to
tolerate such uncertainties in the injected beam parameters on each shot. The
stellatron configurations described here have a large tolerance both to beam
emittance and to beam mismatch, which makes this concept attractive for handl
ing high currents and for mating to a Marx pulseline injector.

As this paper was being completed, encouraging experimental results from a
group at the University of California at Irvine were reported to US.66 A 200-A
beam has been accelerated to 2 MeV in a small 1== 2 stellatron device; smaller
currents have been accelerated to 4 MeV in the same experiment.
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APPENDIX

This Appendix discusses the method of averaging Eqs. (6a-6c) over particle initial
conditions so as to find separate equations for the particle position (rl(t), Zl(t))
"Lagrangian" variables, dependent on the individual particle's initial position and
momentum, and for the location of the beam center, (ar(6, t), az(6, t))
"Eulerian" or field variables dependent only on time t and the observation point
6. The radial coordinate is treated here; identical expressions hold for z.

The distribution function may be defined in complete generality in "Klimon
tovich" form65

[(r, 6, z, P" Pa, pz; t) = JdVO) d3 p(0)[C°)(r(0\ p(O))

. 8(3)(r - r(r(O), p(O), t))

. 8(3)(p-p(r(0\ p(O\ t)), (A-l)

where r(O) and p(O) are the initial position and momentum of a particle, rand pare
the solutions to the equations of motion for a particle of given initial position and
momentum, and the integral extends over all initial conditions. At a given
azimuth 6, then

Jr dr dz d3 p(r - ro)[(r, 6, z, P" Pa, pz; t)
ar(6, t) ==------------

Jr dr dz d3 p[(r, 6, z, P" Pa, pz; t)

Jd3 y<0) d3 p(0)r\r(0), p(O))r1 5(6- 8)

Jd 3 r(0) d3 p (O)[C0) (r(O), p(O)) 5(6- 8)

=(r1), (A-2)

where r1 == ;-ro and the arguments of rl and 0 have been suppressed. Next
consider the quantity ('1) and relate it to derivatives of ar(6, t). Defining for
convenience the operator 1as

14> =Jd3 r(0) d3 p(0)t(0)(r(0\ p(O))4>(r(O\ p(O))



(A-3)
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one finds

A ar1 -f 0 - 8(0-0)at
(r1)= 1.8(0-0)

a A - A a -
-(fo r 8(O-O))-f o r -8(0-0)at 1 1 at

j 08(0 - 6)
a A - a A .:. -at {f 0 r18 (0 - 0)) +ao {f 0 r1 08 (0 - 0))

j 08(0 - 6)

==~ [I; r18(0-_0)J+~ [/~r108(0 __0)J
at f . 8(0 - 0) ao f . 8(0 - 0)

A _ aA':' - A':' - aA -

[{f 0 r18 (0 - 0)) . ao f 0 08 (0 - 0) - {f . r1 08 (0 - 0)) 0 ao f 0 8 (0 - 0)

[j · 8 (0 - 6) ]2
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To this point, the expression for ('i) is formally exact. To make further progress
the linearization approximation is utilized in order to make the replacement
80 ~ 60 == !lzoo To linear order, then, from (A-3)

(A-4)

(A-5)

Similarly one may show, to the same order of approximation,

('1)== (~+!lzo~)2ar(0, t).at ao
Equations (A-4,5) and the corresponding equations for (21) and (21) are used in
the text to obtain (7a, b) from (6a, b)o




